Minutes
Assurance of Learning Task Force
3:15 pm 
March 8, 2012
CWH 323

Present: TJ Brooks, Nicole Gullekson, Betsy Knowles, Kim Lyons, Bruce May, Kris Rosacker, Shane Van Dalsem, Bill Cerbin

1. Approved minutes of 2/17/2012

2. Discussion of workshop led by Bill Cerbin
   * Display common rubric
   * Provide several good assignment examples
   * Solicited other examples

3. Updates
   * ETS final exam time – Jon will give exam on April 23 and 24. Kareem on final exam dates.
   * CITM – feedback has been provided to all department chairs, but it still needs to reach each faculty member.
   * Interest groups: critical thinking group met for third time, social responsibility and writing groups have met.

4. Critical thinking and FIN 355 Task – approved the task for use this semester

5. Funding – discussed ideas for funding from CBA for AOL activities – Bruce needs this by Mar 22
   * Working group for communication class - deliverables: class design and need
   * Working group for intro to business class – deliverable: class design and need
   * Funding for speaker – possibly Susan Wolcott
   * AOL summer meeting and compensation
   * Dedicated conferences

6. Discussed impact of CBA changes on AOLTF – Bruce expressed desire to remain on AOLTF

Meeting adjourned at 3:35 pm

Respectfully submitted

Kirsten (Kris) Rosacker